GP Entertainment, 101 Main Street, Suite 1, Whitesboro, NY 13492
Tel: (315) 859-1745 / Fax: (315) 859-1747

Nine DeeezNite 2018 Performance& Hospitality Rider
School must provide a PA that can handle a minimum of 500w per side to keep up with our drums
and instruments. Subwoofer(s) preferred. Our stage plot requires 3 vocal mics, 3 vocal mic
stands, 2 mono DI boxes and all mic cables. It would be ideal if their tech can also supply a mic
for our guitar cabinet, 1 kick drum mic, 1 snare mic, and 3 tom mics.
Stage (provided by purchaser) should have a performance area that ideally measures 20’ wide by
20’ deep. Please allow us a minimum of 1 hour for load in and set up after stage is assembled.
Electricity should be no more than 25’ from the stage.
Twelve bottles of water near stage before start of performance.
One long parking space for passenger van with attached trailer.
Purchaser must provide two (2) hotel rooms (each with two (2) beds in each and located within 15
minutes of the venue) for the night of the event unless otherwise stated in the performance
agreement.
Purchaser must provide a vegetarian meal option.
Please reference the stage plot and sound input list for our show attached to this email.

LODGING INFORMATION:
Purchaser must provide two hotel rooms (each with two beds and located within 15 minutes of the venue) for the
night of the event unless otherwise stated in the performance agreement.

Name of Hotel: ___________________________________________
Address of Hotel__________________________________________
Phone # of Hotel__________________________________________
Confirmation #: ___________________________________________
Name Rooms Reserved Under: _______________________________
ACCEPTED: _______________________________________ DATE:_____________
Please approve and return with agreement.
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1. Inclement weather rendering performance impossible, infeasible or unsafe shall
not be deemed force majeure event and payment of the agreed upon compensation
shall be made notwithstanding. If PURCHASER and ARTIST disagree as to
whether rendition of performance(s) is impossible, not feasible or unsafe because
of inclement weather, ARTIST’s determination as to performance shall prevail.
However, if due to inclement weather, ARTIST agrees to reschedule performance
to another date within the same calendar year, PURCHASER will also reimburse
ARTIST for all out pocket expenses and sign new agreement for rescheduled
date. This is solely at the discretion of ARTIST and ARTIST’s agent (GP
Entertainment). Fee of rescheduled show cannot be guaranteed to be the same as
the original show.
2. Artist shall have the sole and exclusive right, but not the obligation, to sell
souvenir items including posters & T-Shirts with receipts thereof shall belong
exclusive to artist.
3. Inclement weather rendering performance impossible, infeasible or unsafe shall
not be deemed force majeure event and payment of the agreed upon compensation
shall be made notwithstanding. If PURCHASER and ARTIST disagree as to
whether rendition of performance(s) is impossible, not feasible or unsafe because
of inclement weather, ARTIST’s determination as to performance shall prevail.
However, if due to inclement weather, ARTIST agrees to reschedule performance
to another date within the same calendar year, PURCHASER will also reimburse
ARTIST for all out pocket expenses and sign new agreement for rescheduled
date. This is solely at the discretion of ARTIST and ARTIST’s agent (GP
Entertainment). Fee of rescheduled show cannot be guaranteed to be the same as
the original show.
In case of emergency contact Tim Moyer / Rich Nikodem at GP Entertainment. The
office number is (315) 859-1745 and mobile number is (315) 725-5278 (Tim) / (315)
794-5961 Rich Nikodem

ACCEPTED: _______________________________________ DATE: _____________
Please approve and return with agreement.
GP Entertainment is a licensed agency in the State of New York.
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